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Smarty Ants at Home 
Tips for Parents 

Welcome to Smarty Ants at Home! 

We understand how challenging it can be when your young child can’t go to school for extended 
periods of time.  However, your child does not need to stop learning just because school isn’t in 
session!  We’re here to make it easier to help your child stay engaged in learning even when stuck at 
home.  To help you manage this time, we’re providing you with this packet of printable early reading 
resources to help your child continue to strengthen her reading skills for the next few weeks. 

Getting Started 

Select the packet that most closely matches your child’s current grade and skill level.  Look 
through the packet to make sure it’s a good match for your child.  Then, print off the pages 

you’d like your child to work on!  You can print the entire booklet at once or just print one lesson at a 
time.  Do whatever works best for your family. 

Your booklet will contain some or all of the following activities, depending on the packet selected: 
- Guided Practice Activities
- Resource Cards
- Story Printouts
- Oral Reading Activity (second grade only)
- Writing Prompt (second grade only)
- Hands-on Science Activities (second grade, Science curriculum only)

Find a quiet time and a good workspace so your child can focus. Depending on the age and 
attention span of your child, she may be able to work independently or you may need to join 

her and help provide guidance.  Keep in mind that it’s more fun to work together! Use the Resource 
Cards to review the letters/concepts together and review any writing prompts she has responded to.  
Make sure to provide positive feedback throughout to keep your child engaged and encouraged. 

Once your child has completed the materials in the packet, have her show you her work!  Ask 
her a few questions to help her review. Then, have her read you the story from the lesson.  
You may also want to extend the fun with some hands-on activities!  Active learning with 

games, puzzles, and craft activities help children make deeper connections to learning and help them 
retain more of what they’ve learned.  Use the Hands-On Activities booklet on the website to find lots 
of fun activities that can be easily done with common household or office items.   

Have Fun! 

To help your child progress in her reading skills, we recommend at least three lessons per week.  Be 
sure to spread these activities out over a few days.  We understand how challenging this temporary 
change in routine can be for you and your child.  We hope that these materials help you to enjoy the 
time working and playing with your child! 



 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Main Concept 
Consonant digraphs 
Building words using consonant digraphs 

 
Additional Concepts 
Rime families using consonant digraphs 

 
Details 
There are 8 lessons in Level 6.  In this level, students are introduced to the commonly used consonant digraphs 
sh, ch, th, wh, ck, tch, and dge.  Students learn that the digraphs sh, ch, and th can appear at the beginning or 
end of words. 
 
In teaching videos and skill-building activities help students explore the new sounds made in words with 
consonant digraphs, such as cash, shut, lunch, path, white, duck, catch, and nudge.  Students master the skills 
of sounding out, blending, and pronouncing these words with the help of word bubbles.  They explore rime 
families and word matching in the second half of each lessons. 
 
Students build and read eight phonics-based stories that incorporate words with consonant digraphs and sight 
words.  The stories are also produced as musical DVDs. 
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best cash dab

desk fish jazz

lost me

Lesson 33 Resource File: Word Cards



men nag pace

rush sell send

ship shame

Lesson 33 Resource File: Word Cards



star time wish

Lesson 33 Resource File: Word Cards















ant arm art

at bran bun

fin ill

Lesson 34 Resource File: Word Cards



imp in ore

pin ran urn

Lesson 34 Resource File: Word Cards





































Lesson 37 Resource File: Word Scramble

cikp 
oksc 
kacb 
isck 
colk 
ekcd  
tcik  
orkc 
ulkc  
knec 



























Lesson 39 Resource File: Bingo Cards

badge Dad could Madge wants

munch edge smudge it’s ridge

grudge judge free loves shirt

just budge skirt nudge rob

hide left fudge plate hold



Lesson 39 Resource File: Bingo Cards

could it’s edge would smudge

grudge ridge shirt munch just

loves budge free Dad wants

plate Madge hide hold skirt

fudge rob judge nudge left



Lesson 39 Resource File: Bingo Cards

it’s plate munch wants hold

just judge edge skirt would

badge could free smudge loves

grudge shirt fudge Dad ridge

Madge hide nudge left rob



Lesson 39 Resource File: Bingo Cards

grudge rob judge Madge Dad

just hold edge shirt smudge

hide badge free would loves

left plate munch skirt wants

budge ridge fudge nudge it’s



Lesson 39 Resource File: Bingo Cards

hide Madge left edge fudge

rob grudge plate judge skirt

hold shirt free wants ridge

it’s badge munch budge would

could smudge loves nudge just



Lesson 39 Resource File: Bingo Cards

would left smudge hide ridge

skirt budge hold rob badge

Madge Dad free munch could

grudge wants shirt loves judge

nudge it’s just plate fudge



Lesson 39 Resource File: Bingo Cards

Madge budge smudge badge left

wants rob shirt ridge would

it’s could free Dad judge

nudge hide plate hold munch

just grudge skirt edge loves



Lesson 39 Resource File: Bingo Cards

ridge loves rob judge just

hide would Dad left Madge

wants plate free could badge

munch it’s smudge budge skirt

shirt fudge edge nudge hold



Lesson 39 Resource File: Bingo Cards

nudge would just skirt grudge

badge loves edge plate wants

hold shirt free rob smudge

judge could Dad ridge budge

fudge munch it’s left Madge



Lesson 39 Resource File: Bingo Cards

Madge smudge budge badge judge

Dad hold fudge ridge could

would loves free edge hide

rob shirt nudge just grudge

plate wants munch skirt left



Lesson 39 Resource File: Bingo Cards

smudge hide munch budge skirt

wants edge shirt loves would

just ridge free grudge nudge

could it’s rob judge badge

Madge Dad left plate fudge



Lesson 39 Resource File: Bingo Cards

just ridge hold shirt left

rob grudge badge hide skirt

could plate free Madge Dad

nudge edge it’s fudge smudge

loves would budge wants munch



Lesson 39 Resource File: Bingo Cards

hide smudge plate munch hold

grudge Madge loves shirt Dad

judge skirt free would left

budge rob could ridge edge

badge nudge fudge wants it’s



Lesson 39 Resource File: Bingo Cards

skirt hold Madge budge fudge

would just Dad ridge could

it’s judge free smudge badge

nudge wants plate hide grudge

rob left munch edge shirt



Lesson 39 Resource File: Bingo Cards

rob loves budge judge skirt

ridge munch fudge plate nudge

grudge left free it’s hide

Dad shirt edge smudge could

wants just badge hold would
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